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This book is a self-help guide in ways to help prevent and treat Parkinson's Disease (PD)
naturally, with over 640 peer review research studies supporting the recommendations covering
diet, exercise, targeted supplements, Chinese and Ayurvedic medicine, yoga, juicing recipe,
essential oils, intravenous glutathione therapy and much more.Parkinson's Disease is not just a
dopamine production problem, but a multi-faceted health disease with many factors that
contribute to PD that should be taken into consideration as essential in determining an overall
treatment strategy. For example, these may include breaks in the blood-brain barrier, gut flora
imbalances, inflammation, mitochondria dysfunction, heavy metal build-up, exposure to
environmental toxins, over medication, hormonal imbalances, excessive alcohol consumption,
chronic stress and other variables that play a role in PD and health overall.Another example is
that deficiencies in any of the following vitamins such as Vitamins B1, B6, B12, D3, E and
minerals including iron, magnesium and selenium can all result in mimicking symptoms of PD,
so need to be tested.The brain is not a stand-alone system but is integrally connected to the
health of the body overall, so looking at treating the whole body along with targeting Parkinson's
Disease symptoms and lack dopamine production is essential for maximizing treatment and
overall body and brain health.

About the AuthorDr Tim Cantopher studied at University College, London and University College
Hospital. He trained as a psychiatrist at St James' Hospital, Portsmouth and St George's
Hospital Medical School. He has been a member of the Royal College of Psychiatrists since
1983 and was elected fellow of the college in 1999. Previous to his retirement, Dr Cantopher
worked as a consultant psychiatrist with the Priory Group of Hospitals for many years, and he
has published a number of research projects across the field of psychiatry. Dr Cantopher is
married with three children. He is the author of the best-selling Depressive Illness: The Curse of
the Strong (Sheldon, Third Edition 2012), Stress-related Illness (Sheldon, 2007) and Dying for a
Drink, (Sheldon, 2011). --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Important InformationThis book is for anyone interested in wholistic and proven approaches for
supporting brain health. It is not intended as medical advice. Its intent is solely informational and
educational. Please consult a doctor should the need for one be indicated.© 2020 Natural Eye
Care, Inc., 3 Paradies Lane, New Paltz, New York 12561, USA, (845) 475-4158, ,
info@naturaleyecare.com - All rights reserved.No part of the book may be reproduced in any
form without the written consent of the authors.LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOGING IN
PUBLICATION DATANatural Parkinson’s Support: Your Guide to Preventing and Managing
Parkinson’sBy Michael Edson, MS, L.Ac.Edited by Jennifer W. MillerP. 147 Cm. 5.5” x 8”Includes
appendix and indexCopy editor & Indexer: Kathaleen KellyDesign & Illustrations:
PrairieComm.netCover Design: The Turning MillPrinted in the United States.Table of
ContentsIntroductionAbout Parkinson’s DiseaseWhat is Parkinson’s?PathogenesisCauses and
Contributing Factors of PDDiseases That Mimic PDTraditional TreatmentDiagnosisDietHelpful
Nutrients and FoodsFoods, Behaviors, Herbs, and Nutrients that Influence Parkinson’sEssential
OilsTypes of ExerciseLight ExposureChinese Medicine (TCM) and AcupunctureIV Glutathione
TherapyFuture Treatments: Stem Cell TherapyGlaucoma Relationship to Alzheimer’s and
Parkinson’s DiseaseAbout Michael EdsonAppendixSupplement Formulas for
Parkinson'sRecommended Websites for Daily Living AdviceParkinson's and
VisionEndnotesIntroductionAs President and co-owner of Natural Eye Care, Inc. for over 19
years with Marc Grossman, OD, L.Ac., I have been continually fascinated by the ongoing,
extensive research showing the relationship of diet, exercise, stress management and targeted
supplementation for vision and overall health, including how having healthy lifestyle habits
support brain health, while unhealthy ones including eating poorly, drinking regular and diet
sodas, not exercising and even chronic stress significantly increase the risk of brain disease.
With our latest 800 page book called Natural Eye Care: Your Guide to Healthy Vision and
Healing with over 2,000 peer review research studies, what kept appearing in the research was
the strong correlation between nutrients that help support retinal and overall eye health that also
cross the blood-brain barrier to maintain healthy brain function. I discuss more about the critical
function of the blood-brain barrier in this book as well as how, when compromised, contributes to
onset of Parkinson’s Disease (PD), Alzheimer’s and other brain disorders, and well as many
other factors that can contribute to or be causative of onset of PD.I have seen family members
suffer though dementia as well as Alzheimer’s disease, where the only alternative offered was
drugs that provided minimal benefit. Conventional medicine also had little to offer my wife’s
grandfather who suffered from Parkinson’s Disease (PD). However, I discovered more than
1,000 peer reviewed studies about nutrients that can effectively protect and even improve brain
function, with over 640 studies just on Parkinson’s Disease alone. Nutrients such as bacoba
monnieri, baicalein and PQQ have been shown to reduce alpha synuclein build-up in the brain
for those with PD. Regular exercise also has this benefit as well.This led me to write this book to
inform the layperson and professionals that there is great deal of information known now about
Parkinson’s and other brain disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease that one can pursue to



maintain healthy brain function, and that a person is not powerless in the pursuit of one’s own
health. Prevention and treatment of disease should be viewed on an individual basis and from a
multidirectional perspective on a broad range of factors discussed in this book that ultimately
determines one’s health and healing prospects. As a student and practitioner of Chinese
medicine for over 18 years, I have learned that every person is unique, and that the symptoms of
a disease may appear similar, but that treatment strategy for each person can vary based on
that particular patients’ situation.Natural Parkinson’s Support: Your Guide to Preventing and
Managing Parkinson’s is the result of many hours of research, and as well as incorporating my
understanding of the healing process, and again that Parkinson’s is a multi-neurological disease,
and not just a function of low dopamine production.My hope is that you find this book informative
and helpful, and that everyone has the possibility of protecting and, even in many cases,
improving brain function and reducing symptoms of Parkinson’s disease.Michael Edson, MS,
L.Ac.President, Natural Eye Care, Inc.info@naturaleyecare.comAbout Parkinson’s
DiseaseParkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative disease in the
world; it has a prevalence rate of 1% of adults over the age of 601 and 2% of adults aged 70 or
older. These numbers will grow larger as the aging population increases. It is the second most
common neurodegenerative disease involving movement disorder.2 3 According to the National
Parkinson Foundation, there are approximately 1.2 million people with PD in the U.S. and
Canada. An estimated 50,000 Americans develop the condition each year. Males are most likely
to develop PD (50% more men than women), and its incidence in Caucasians seems higher
than in other races.4 5 Some studies find a higher incidence rate in developed countries.The
condition is characterized by cognitive impairment, physical tremors, slowness of movement
(brandykinesia), instability, muscular rigidity, and other non-motor symptoms. It is a Lewy body
related dementia. Lewy bodies are abnormal aggregates or protein that accumulate within
specific nerve cells, resulting in their death (apoptosis). These neurons are known as
“dopaminergetic neurons” because they are responsible for the production of dopamine (DA).6
DA is a neurotransmitter produced from the dietary amino acid tyrosine and plays significant
roles in a variety of motor, cognitive, motivational, and neuroendocrine functions. Lewy bodies
are comprised of alpha-synuclein, which plays a number of important roles in neurons (nerve
cells) in the brain, especially regarding supporting healthy synapses, where brain cells
communicate with each other. In Lewy body dementia, alpha-synuclein forms into clumps inside
neurons, starting in areas of the brain that control aspects of memory and movement. This
results in neurons working less effectively, eventually resulting in neuron death.Parkinson’s is
also linked to antioxidant loss, free radical increases,7 and mitochondrial dysfunction.What is
Parkinson’s? PD is a progressive disease with common symptoms: problems with movement,
tremor, stiffness in the limbs or the trunk of the body, or impaired balance. As these symptoms
become more pronounced, people may have difficulty walking, talking, or completing other
simple tasks. Symptoms vary from person to person.PD patients have a build-up in plaque,
primarily in the substantia nigra pars compacta and locus coeruleus regions in the midbrain. The



cells of these regions produce the neurotransmitters or biochemicals that help regulate the
nervous system and body functions.Symptoms of PD may not appear until 60-80% of the brain’s
dopamine is lost. Patients with PD also have loss of the nerve endings that produce the
neurotransmitter norepinephrine. The loss of norepinephrine might explain several of the non-
motor features seen in PD, including fatigue and blood pressure abnormalities.The substantia
nigra pars compacta region of the brain is involved in a wide range of processes, such as
emotion, reward processing, habit formation, movement, and learning. This part of the brain is
particularly involved in coordinating sequences of motor activity, such as that which would be
needed when playing a musical instrument, dancing, or playing sports; it is the section of the
brain most affected by Parkinson’s disease.PathogenesisThe protein associated with
Parkinson’s development is known as protein alpha synuclein. Its function in the brain is
relatively unknown but has become greatly interesting to Parkinson’s researchers, because it is
a major constituent of Lewy bodies8 (cytoplasmic inclusion bodies), the protein clumps that are
the pathological hallmark of Parkinson’s disease.Traditionally, Parkinson’s disease has been
viewed as a predominant single-system neurodegeneration, resulting from reduced dopamine
production, causing nerve cell death. It is secondary to neuronal Lewy body inclusions9 that
spread through the brain following a specific pattern.10This traditional view has changed
significantly, and PD is now acknowledged as caused by a multisystem neuro-degeneration that
affects multiple neurotransmission systems (much like Alzheimer’s disease (AD),11 with a
special emphasis on the degeneration of the cholinergic system. The cholinergic system has a
role in both large-scale and local brain messaging circuits, with impacts well beyond
cognition.12 It is being recognized that cholinergic deterioration can occur in PD and is often
more severe than in AD.13α-Synuclein (α-Syn) is a major mediator in PD pathogenesisα-
Synuclein is a 140-amino acid long protein. It is predominantly localized in the presynaptic
terminals of neurons. Several studies conducted in PD patients and animal models support the
idea that the proteostasis of α-syn has a critical role in PD pathogenesis.14 15 Proteostatis
refers to the concept that cellular biological pathways control cell growth, folding, movement,
and deterioration of proteins in and outside nerve cells. These pathways compete with each
other and are integrated with each other.Abnormally folded aggregates of α-syn are the key
component of Lewy bodies and are seen as clumpings within dopaminergic neurons in the
substantia nigra pars compacta part of the midbrain.16 Familial early-onset PD is potentially
linked with α-syn mutations;17 therefore, α-syn is the potential therapeutic target for PD therapy
to prevent the progression and development of this devastating disease.α-Syn plays a key role
as a modulator for dopamine synthesis and metabolism by decreasing the tyrosine hydroxylase
(TH) phosphorylation and stabilizing it in its inactive state.18 TH is the catalyst for converting the
precursor levodopa (L-dopa) to dopamine.A number of studies indicate that α-syn is involved in
the formation of synaptic vesicles (that store neurotransmitters at the synapse), mitochondrial
function, and/or dopamine synthesis, and metabolism. It plays an important role in synaptic
plasticity and neurotransmitter release. It has a chaperone function that is a key cellular function,



controlling exocytosis (cell contents exiting through the cell membrane) through trafficking
(movement occurs in steps) and organizing the synaptic vesicle pool. Alpha-synuclein also
targets presynaptically dopamine active transporter (DAT), a complex series of mechanisms
affecting dopamine transmissions related to controlling voluntary and involuntary
movements.19If the precise α-syn assembly and the capability to control α-syn oligomerization
breaks down, these molecules could change their configuration to become large α-syn
aggregates, which eventually leads to Lewy body formation.20 Aging is one of the factors that
diminishes the proteolytic efficiency that plays an important additive role in the accumulation of
α-syn.Causes and Contributing Factors of PDα-synuclein aggregation. The clumping of this
protein, forming Lewy bodies within dopaminergetic nerve cells, results in nerve cell
death.Dopamine loss. Researchers believe that among the primary factors that trigger
Parkinson’s development are a loss of the neurotransmitter dopamine, neurological damage,
inflammation, and brain cell deterioration.Cholinergic circuit dysfunction. This has been
associated with neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and Huntington’s
diseases, as well as in psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia.21 Central cholinergic
circuits participate in aspects of memory formation and motivational and volitional
behaviors.Free radical increase and nigral cell loss.22 Oxidative stress is a factor.23 The
excessive production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), such as superoxide anion, hydroxyl
radical, and hydrogen peroxide, may either directly damage the cellular macromolecule to cause
cell necrosis, or affect normal cellular signaling pathways and gene regulation to induce
apoptosis.24High sugar levels. There is a strong school of thought that chronic blood sugar
elevations are involved in depression and neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s
disease.25 26 27Inflammation. Parkinson’s28 (and Alzheimer’s) is characterized by
neuroinflammation that appears in old age when chronic inflammation in the body compromises
the immune system.29 30Mitochondrial dysfunction. Mitochondrial dysfunction contributes to
neurodegeneration31 32 with a role in apoptosis through excitotoxicity and signaling.33 Sleep
walking or talking. Research finds that those who sleep walk or/and talk in their sleep have a
50% chance of developing Parkinson’s or dementia within a decade.34Heavy metal build-up.
This may alter neurotransmission and lead to neurodegeneration that can manifest as cognitive
problems, movement disorders, and learning and memory dysfunction. To date, metal-induced
neurotoxicity has been associated with multiple neurological diseases in humans, including AD,
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, autism spectrum disorders, Guillain-Barré disease, Gulf War
syndrome, Huntington’s disease (HD), multiple sclerosis, PD, and Wilson’s disease.35 36 37
Molecular epidemiology studies show cumulative lead exposure is associated with an increased
risk of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis38 39 and Parkinson’s,40 suggesting that lead exerts a
significant neurodegenerative effect.Misfolded protein. Autophagy is the process of “cellular
housekeeping,” enabling the brain to recycle waste products, including damaged mitochondria
and large protein aggregates. Autophagy is critical for neuronal homeostasis and survival.41 42
43 The accumulation of misfolded protein is a defining hallmark for the progression of various



neurodegenerative diseases, including amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), Huntington’s,
Parkinson’s, and Alzheimer’s.44Dysfunction in the brain-gut microbiota axis may cause IBS,
inflammatory bowel disease, depression, and anxiety, as well as neurodevelopmental disorders
such as autism, Parkinson’s, and Alzheimer’s.45 46 47 48Environmental factors. Epigenetics is
the study of the effect of the environment on gene expression. Environmental factors such as
childhood nurturing and diet of us and our parents, stress, and other factors affect how one’s
brain develops. Growth factors that promote the survival and regeneration of neurons, can be
impacted.Pesticides and environmental chemicals. A 2019 meta-analysis reports that exposure
to pesticides and herbicides increases the risk of developing PD49 50 by 50%.51 Poisoning by
organophosphorus pesticides cause oxidative stress, inflammation, and act on enzymes crucial
to neurotransmission, as well as mutate genes.52Drugs. Drugs with an ACB score of 3 for
depression, Parkinson’s, and incontinence are linked to higher risk of dementia up to 20 years
after exposure. These include many antidepressant, urological, and anti-Parkinson drugs. Some
may cause symptoms of PD but do not cause PD. These include medications such as Haldol
(Haloperidol), Thorazine (Chlorpromazine), and Reglan (Metoclopramide) used to treat nausea.
Depakene (Valproic Acid), the anti-seizure drug, also may cause some of the features of
parkinsonism, notably severe tremor.Dairy products. Drinking milk and consumption of dairy
products may increase one’s risk of PD, independent of calcium intake,53 54 particularly in
men.55 In addition, the possible presence of dopaminergic neurotoxins, including pesticides
and polychlorinated biphenyls, in dairy products may increase the risk of PD.56Low uric acid
levels. Preliminary research shows that individuals who consume large amounts of dairy
products may often have low serum uric acid levels.57 Serum urate and uric acid is inversely
correlated with the risk of PD and disease duration.58 59 60 61 The neuroprotective effects of
serum urate may be limited to men62 63 since the same is not observed in women. 64Alcohol
consumption. Low to moderate alcohol consumption may exert neuroprotective effects in PD.
One case-controlled study found an inverse association between total alcohol consumption and
PD.65 More recent studies suggest that low to moderate alcohol or beer consumption may be
associated with a lower PD risk, whereas greater liquor consumption increases the risk of PD66
and earlier onset.67 Specific components found in red wine, including resveratrol and quercetin,
may have a neuroprotective effect against PD.Genetic factors. Genetic mutations can cause
Parkinson’s, including mutations to α-synuclein, or the PRKN (parkin) gene involved in
mitochondria maintenance,68 or the LRRK2 gene linked to late-onset Parkinson’s69 that is
associated with the most common inherited form of the condition.Hormonal imbalances. These
and other medical conditions70 may affect cognitive health and increase
inflammation.Homocysteine. High levels of plasma homocysteine are linked to cognitive function
in PD, which is further exacerbated by treatment with levodopa (L-dopa).71 Furthermore, high
homocysteine levels are linked to increased motor dysfunction in men and increased cognitive
impairment in women.72Traumatic brain injury (TBI). TBI is identified by loss of consciousness
and/or memory loss. Trauma to the head, as evidenced by boxers, football players, and people



who’ve been in an accident, may slightly increase risk of, or may hasten or trigger PD onset. A
study of more than 350,000 vets, half of whom had some level of TBI, concluded that mild TBI
increases risk by 56%, and moderate to severe TBI increases risk by 83%.73Blood-brain barrier.
The blood-brain barrier (BBB) is a filtering mechanism of the capillaries that carry blood and
essential nutrients to the brain and spinal cord tissue. It prevents the passage of toxins and
pathogens. The compromised BBB can contribute to brain disease and neuron cell
death.Diseases That Mimic PDMultiple system atrophy (MSA) refers to a set of slowly
progressive disorders that affect the central and autonomic nervous systems.Dementia with
Lewy bodies is a neurodegenerative disorder associated with the same abnormal protein
deposits (Lewy bodies) found in Parkinson’s but in widespread areas throughout the brain. It is
also seen in some patients with Alzheimer’s.Progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) is a rare,
progressive brain disorder that causes problems with control of gait and balance. The symptoms
of PSP are caused by a gradual deterioration of cells in the brain stem.Corticobasal
degeneration (CBD) results from atrophy of multiple areas of the brain, including the cerebral
cortex and the basal ganglia. Initial symptoms may first appear on one side of the body, but
eventually affect both sides. Symptoms are similar to some of the features found in PD, including
rigidity, impaired balance, and problems with coordination.Certain vitamin and mineral
deficiencies, such as B1, B6, B12, D, and E, iron, magnesium, selenium, and zinc—all can
mimic PD through their symptoms.Leaky gut syndrome and alterations in gut microbiota can not
only mimic PD, but are now widely accepted as relevant to the etiology, course and treatment of
many neuropsychiatric disorders, including PD.74Traditional TreatmentThere is no cure for PD,
but there are drugs available that can help reduce some of the symptoms.Drug treatments
include the following:Drugs that increase dopamine in the brain, or mimic dopamine, or prevent
or slow its breakdown. The most common drug used is L-dopa, which crosses the blood-brain
barrier. It is commonly used with carbidopa, which prevents the dopamine from being produced
in the body, limiting it to production in the brain. This drug allows the majority of people with PD
to extend the period of time in which they can lead active, productive lives, reducing
bradykinesia and rigidity. But there are a number of possible side effects, including abnormal
thinking or hallucination with agitation or anxiety, confusion, mood change, swallowing
problems, mouth watering, unsteadiness, clumsiness, clenching or grinding of teeth, dizziness,
feeling faint, general discomfort, hand tremors or other involuntary movements, nausea or
vomiting, numbness, unusual tiredness, or weakness. Dyskinesias or other involuntary
movements, such as twisting and writhing, commonly develop in people who take L-dopa over
an extended period. There are also a number of less common side effects. Motor complications
have been found to occur in approximately 40% and 70% of patients after 5 years and 15 years
of L-dopa treatment, respectively.75 76Caffeine-based compounds. In a 2016 study, caffeine-
based chemical compounds that contain certain nutrients, including nicotine, metformin, and
aminoindan, prevent the misfolding of alpha-synuclein, a protein necessary for dopamine
regulation.77Other drugs include dopamine agonists, MAO-B inhibitors, OMT inhibitors,



amantadine, and anticholinergics.Drugs that affect other neurotransmitters in the body in order
to ease some of the symptoms of the disease. These can help reduce tremors.Medications that
help control the non-motor symptoms of the disease such as anti-depressants.Side Effects of
Conventional TreatmentsSide effects from conventional treatment can include mouth dryness,
constipation, nausea, insomnia, palpitation, and mental problems.Generally,78 avoid alcohol
which may change some of the pharmacologic effects of L-dopa. Use in combination may result
in additive central nervous system depression and/or impairment of judgment, thinking, and
psychomotor skills.Also, products that contain iron may interfere with the absorption of L-dopa
and reduce its effectiveness.You can find a full list of medications and related side effects at
https://www.apdaparkinson.org/what-is-parkinsons/treatment-medication/medicationSurgery
May Sometimes Be Recommended:Pallidotomy and thalamotomy selectively destroy specific
parts of the brain that contribute to PD symptoms.Deep brain stimulation (DBS) uses an
electrode surgically implanted into part of the brain (typically the subthalamic nucleus or the
globus pallidus) to gently stimulate the brain in a way that helps block signals that cause many of
the motor symptoms of PD.DiagnosisDiagnosis of Parkinson’s is based on observation of
tremor, rigidity, and later postural instability. Before these obvious motor-related symptoms
appear, diagnosis may occur by noting symptoms of loss of smell, constipation, poor REM
sleep, and depression.79 A number of imaging tests are used, including neuromelanin imaging,
brain MRI, cardiac scintigraphy (a non-invasive test measuring blood flow to the heart), uptake
of dopamine, sonography, and others.80Early prediction. Researchers have been looking for a
biomarker; a new test in Germany has found one that looks at blood neurofilament
concentration. This test accurately predicts Alzheimer’s disease approximately 8 to 16 years
before clinical symptoms appear. The test occurs in 2 phases. The first looks for high risk
individuals. It is a blood test that looks for misfolded proteins (found in the brains of Alzheimer’s
patients, resulting in amyloid beta plaques), and it is 71% accurate with a 9% false positive
reading. If a person is identified as high risk, a second blood test then looks for the dementia-
specific biomarker tau protein. This test reduces the false positive results down to 3 in
100.81Research has also found that although accumulation of amyloid proteins are triggers,
nerve deterioration occurs independently.82DietA poor diet will have a negative impact on an
individual’s health. Nutrition affects multiple aspects of neurodevelopment, neurogenesis
(growth and development of nerve tissue), and the functions of neurons and neural networks.83
Nutrition-gene interactions play a critical role in dysfunction and disease.84Epidemiological
studies found that high intake of fruits, vegetables, and fish are inversely associated with PD
risk85 86 and the risk of many other health conditions. These studies also found a decrease in
PD risk in individuals who consume foods containing carotenoids, β-carotene,87 and
cruciferous vegetables such as cauliflower, cabbage, and broccoli (rich in antioxidants with
neuroprotective capacity).Reduced PD SymptomsReduced Parkinson’s symptoms are found in
a diet high in fresh vegetables, fresh fruit, nuts and seeds, nonfried fish, olive oil, wine, coconut
oil, fresh herbs, and spices. Consumption of green tea, coffee, and blueberries, as well as



avoiding dairy, are associated with reduced risk of being diagnosed with PD.88
89Mediterranean DietStudies have shown that the Mediterranean diet significantly reduces the
risk of heart disease, cancer, and the incidence of Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s.90 91 92 Dietary
patterns characteristic of a Mediterranean diet are emerging as a potential neuroprotective
alternative for PD;93 foods that largely comprise the Mediterranean diet have been associated
with reduced incidence of PD and incidence at later age.94 Some of these foods included fresh
fish, olive oil, nuts and seeds, fresh fruit and vegetables.Keto DietLimited studies indicate that a
Keto diet improves symptoms related to PD and AD.95 96 Although the mechanisms are not yet
well defined, it is plausible that neuroprotection results from enhanced neuronal energy reserves
(which improve the ability of neurons to resist metabolic challenges), and possibly through other
actions including antioxidant and anti-inflammatory effects. Also, this diet may have beneficial
disease-modifying activity that is applicable to a broad range of brain disorders characterized by
the death of neurons.Note. Consuming protein at only one meal per day can keep inflammation
down. Keeping protein levels moderate throughout the day has been shown to help reduce the
symptoms of Parkinson’s.97Juicing Recipe for Brain HealthBelow are recommended foods for
juicing for brain health. Choose some combination of these foods, and you may add your favorite
fruits and vegetables.Leafy-green vegetables, avocado, broccoli, kale, and red beetsApples,
berries (especially blueberry), bilberry, black currant, blackberry, mulberry, ginger, ginseng, goji
berry, citrus fruits (especially lemon), kiwi, grapes, pomegranate juice, and prunesGarlic, ginger,
chia seeds, parsley, ginseng, walnuts, yogurt, and honeyCoconut oilIncreased PD
SymptomsIncreased PD symptoms are found in a diet with canned fruits and vegetables, diet
and non-diet soda, fried foods, beef, ice cream, yogurt, and cheese.98 Consumption of dairy
(not yogurt) such as milk, ice cream, and cream (butter may be okay but not fully researched)
worsened PD symptoms.99 100Sugary drinks such as soda have a strong association with
obesity,101 which is also associated with PD progression in this study. Diet soda is also
associated with a faster rate of PD progression, possibly due to the consumption of aspartame,
which metabolizes into phenylalanine, aspartic acid, and methanol. An increase in phenylalanine
and aspartic acid interferes with the transport of serotonin and dopamine to the brain, increases
neuronal hyperexcitability, and leads to degeneration in astrocytes and neurons.102
103Consumption of canned fruits and vegetables is a strong predictor of PD progression, most
likely due to the leakage of bisphenol A (BPA) used in the inner coating of the cans. BPA is a well-
established endocrine conductor associated with obesity, and more recent evidence suggests
that it is an energy balance disruptor.104 The aluminum content of the cans may be contributing
to this association; aluminum is a neurotoxicant.105Fried foods should be avoided because they
produce reactive oxygen species (ROS) observed in PD. ROS destroys healthy cells, and they
produce aldehydes such as acrolein that bind covalently with thiol groups of proteins that lead to
protein aggregation and dysfunction in the brain.106 In PD patients, this same effect of protein
aggregation occurs in the substantia nigra. The accumulation occurs in the dopaminergic
neurons, modifies alpha-synuclein, and inhibits proteasome activity (needed to degrade



unneeded or damaged proteins by proteolysis).107Beef consumption may lead to PD
progression, due to its high iron content and added pesticides and hormones. Beef contains
alpha-synuclein in the enteric nervous system, which is associated with immune cell
activation.108 Iron supplementation has also been implicated in PD and PD
progression.Additional recommendations:Limit the amount of protein. Consuming lots of beef,
fish, or cheese may alter the effectiveness of certain Parkinson’s medications.Limit sodium,
trans fat, cholesterol, and saturated fats.Helpful Nutrients and FoodsNutraceuticals are
compounds derived from natural sources. They have been clinically substantiated with
reasonable scientific evidence to support their beneficial role in the prevention and/or treatment
of particular diseases.109 The mechanisms by which they work can be broadly classified into
the following themes (many have multiple benefits as described below):They fight free radicals
(ROS).They fight inflammation.They bind with iron.They modulate cell signaling pathways.They
reduce cell death.They support mitochondrial homeostasis.These nutrients have a strong
correlation with protecting and increasing healthy brain function overall,110 leading to a
decreased function decline associated with aging. They may slow PD development.In addition,
some of these nutrients support the production of neurotrophic factors—growth factors that can
promote the survival and regeneration of neurons. These factors have been shown to improve
neural regeneration in neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s,111 Parkinson’s112
and Huntington’s.113 Some nutrients that support neurogenesis (generating new neurons)
include: ashwagandha, astaxanthin, bacopa monnieri, baicalein, curcumin, DHA, fisetin, gingko
biloba, ginseng, glutathione, grapeseed extract, huperzine A, lutein, olive leaf extract, PQQ,
resveratrol, taurine, vinpocetine, vitamins (A, B12, and E), and foods such as blueberries, goji
berries, green tea, mulberry, mushrooms (such as lion’s mane, reishi and shitake), probiotics,
and sage. See the tables at the end of this section for detailed information, and see the appendix
for nutrients, herbs, and foods that generally help protect against dementia.Another GDNF (glial
cell derived neurotrophic factor) family member PSPN (persephin) is known to support motor
neuron survival.114 It is known to increase the survival of dopaminergic neurons.115 116 117It
is recommended that any supplements be taken at different times of the day than when taking
medications such as L-dopa or carbidopa.Note that you should consult with your doctor before
adding supplements if on medications, to make sure there is no contraindication to the
medication.These nutrients are important, especially those marked with an asterisk.*Acetyl-l-
carnitine HCI (500mg), along with alpha-lipoic acid (ALA) (150mg–300mg). In pretreatment,
acetyl-l-carnitine has been shown to increase mitochondrial biogenesis and decrease
production of free radicals. When combined with ALA (specifically the r-lipoic acid version), l-
carnitine improved its benefits 100–1000 fold compared to each of these nutrients taken
individually.118 The combination of alpha-lipoic acid, acetyl-l-carnitine, CoQ10, and melatonin
supports energy metabolism via carbohydrate and fatty acid utilization, assists electron transport
and adenosine triphosphate synthesis, and counters oxidative and nitrosative stress.119
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